
Classifications:
• A 3.2.1: (Monograph and lecture) Series: Main

Exposition along the lines of C. Watkins 1962 (BILL 3294) but including criticism.

17063.  Polomé (Edgar C.) (ed.): Homage to Georges Dumézil.
Dumézil (Georges ) (hon.)

14162.  Institute for the Study of Man: Perspectives on Indo-European language, culture and religion: studies in honor of Edgar C. Polomé, volume II.
Rev. by
Polomé (Edgar C.) (hon.)

Rev. by
Hamp (Eric P.) (hon.)

Rev. by
Hamp (Eric P.) (hon.)


14831. Fomin (Maxim) (ed.), Mac Mathúna (Séamus) (ed.), Vertogradova (Victoria) (ed.): Sacred topology of early Ireland and ancient India: religious paradigm shift / edited by Maxim FOMIN, Séamus MAC MATHÚNA, Victoria VERTOGRADOVA.


Rev. by


Rev. by

12100. Fomin (Maxim) (ed.), Jivanyan (Alvard) (ed.), Mac Mathúna (Séamus) (ed.): Ireland and Armenia: studies in language, history and narrative / edited by Maxim FOMIN, Alvard JIVANYAN and Séamus MAC MATHÚNA.


Rev. by